
The Reader’s Notebook: How Jotting 
Helps Readers Grow Ideas, Push Thinking, 

and Reach Goals
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What is the Reader’s Notebook, and how is it 
used?

★ It is a diary of  text related thinking

★ It is a place to grow ideas about texts

★ It is a place to develop a theory with evidence

★ Students will start to take these notebooks home 

in unit 2 when they are introduced

★ It is a way to show grit as a reader

○ Revising predictions and theories

○ Proving an idea with justifications

○ Platform for sharing thinking 

○ Space to reflect on reading habits

○ It is the action part of our goal setting



Changes from Second Grade?
★ Instead of using external post-its readers keep track of their 

thinking through jotting and developing reading responses in 

notebooks

★ It is an organized collection of all text-based thinking where 

students can revisit previous work

Traditional
jots on post-its

Jots are recorded
in notebook, labeled,
and dated



Jotting- What does it look like?
There are many ways readers jot about texts.

Fiction based jots
often show character
change and motivations
and lead to theories

Informational jots 
consist of supporting 
facts and evidence that 
promote an original
idea. (Image from 
Teacher’s College 
Reading and Writing 
Project)



Readers Use a Jotting Menu to Guide Their 
Planning
https://ps11showme.com/

https://ps11showme.com/


A Thought Provoking Jot can Lead to a Powerful 
Reading Entry

Students select a meaningful jot and then use a reading response 

menu to turn it into a well developed claim with supporting 

text-based evidence.

Example of a Nonfiction 
based jot developed into a 
reading response:

Original jot from 
notebook:

“Thomas Edison was a 
man with grit.”



Jotting Supports Work in all Content Areas
Jotting structures are transferred to other content areas and are 

used as valuable note-taking strategies.



Jotting and Reading Responses are Aligned to 
Third Grade Common Core Standards and 
Expectations 
Categories Where Common Core Standards Addressed:

★ Reading Informational Texts and Literature: Studying key ideas 

and details, craft & structure, integration of knowledge and ideas, 

reading a range of text complexity

★ Writing About Reading: Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, 

recalling information and sorting evidence, writing routinely

For more information visit 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/


Let’s Try it Out!
★ Quick minilesson on one specific jotting structure→ 

Ranking problems

Let’s try this out using
Fireflies by Julie 
Brinckloe



Strategy: Readers prioritize problems by ranking 
them after reflecting on their importance.

Some ways we rank problems…

Listing

1.

2.

3.

Creating a problem “bullseye”
with the most important problem
in the middle

Most 
important

Try one of these
structures to rank 
the problems the 
main character 
faces in Fireflies



Home Vs. School 
★ In school, students will have their notebooks out with them as they read. They 

will also be getting feedback almost every week to help them become better 

jotters! 

★ At home, you can remind students about their jotting structures that they learned 

in class. You can also have students share out their jots and explain their thinking. 

Jotting is not required; however, if students are interested in jotting at home,we 

highly encourage that!

★ Talk about theories after students are done reading. Ask questions like:

○ What ideas are you growing about your story?

○ What evidence or examples from the story support your thinking?

○ What left you with a strong reaction or emotion today?

○ How does this work support your goal setting? Show me.
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